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ABSTRACT
The Ðrst paper in this series presented optical (UBV I) and near-infrared (H) surface photometry and

Ha Fabry-Perot interferometry of IC 4214, an excellent example of a multiringed galaxy with a weak
bar. In the present paper, we analyze the nonaxisymmetric gravitational potential of IC 4214, as deÐned
by the near-infrared data. The gas behavior is modeled with two-dimensional sticky particle simulations
that employ a rigidly rotating nonaxisymmetric potential. Our goals are to interpret the morphology and
velocity Ðeld of IC 4214 and to obtain a model from which the bar pattern speed, halo contribution, and
relative bulge and disk masses can be deduced. We also study the orbital families in the derived IC 4214
model.

A fairly good match, in both morphology and kinematics, is obtained for km s~1)barB 40 ^ 5
kpc~1, placing the bar corotation slightly beyond the end of the bar The deduced(rbar/rcrB 0.72^ 0.05).
bar amplitude implies that the visible mass of the disk dominates over the unseen halo (Mdisk/Mhalo[3È4). Moreover, our model accounts quantitatively for the large di†erence in the orientation of IC 4214
as derived in our Ðrst paper with photometric and kinematic methods.
Key words : galaxies : individual (IC 4214) È galaxies : kinematics and dynamics È

galaxies : photometry È galaxies : structure

1. INTRODUCTION

Many di†erent aspects of the dynamics of barred galaxies
have been studied, including the formation, evolution, and
possible destruction of bars. The ring structures and their
relation to resonances have also received much attention.
(For a detailed review of various studies, see Sellwood &
Wilkinson 1993 and Buta & Combes 1996.) The most chal-
lenging way to check the results of dynamical studies is to
model observed individual galaxies, the main goal being the
determination of the mass distribution of the system and the
pattern speed of the bar.

There have been several attempts to relate the bar pattern
speed to its extent. The analysis of orbits in barred poten-
tials indicates that a bar cannot extend beyond its own
corotation resonance, or to the region where the bar rota-
tion speed would exceed the local angular speed, owing to
the lack of supporting orbits (Contopoulos 1980 ; Conto-
poulos & 1989). In other words, this gives theGrosbÔl
maximal possible pattern speed. Indeed, some N-body
models suggest that the end of the bar is located very near
corotation or (Sellwood 1981), whereas gas-rbar^ rcrdynamical models of leading o†set dust lanes seem to favor
a slightly lower value, around (Athanassoularbar^ 0.8rcr1992b). On the other hand, Combes & Elmegreen (1993)
presented a simulation where a strong bar ends near its
inner Lindblad resonance and proposed this to(rbar> rcr)
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be typical for late-type spirals. However, the initial param-
eters they used are not necessarily realistic (Sellwood 1996).

Rings and pseudorings are considered to be good indica-
tors of resonances and, if the rotation curve is known, also
of the pattern speed. Studies in which ring formation is
simulated (Schwarz 1981 ; Combes & Gerin 1985 ; Byrd et
al. 1994 ; Piner, Stone, & Teuben 1995) suggest that outer
rings are related to outer Lindblad resonances (OLR) and
nuclear rings to inner Lindblad resonances (ILR). The
major axis of the inner ring can be near the corotation
resonance, although these rings are considered to be related
to the inner 4/1 ultraharmonic resonance (UHR). As shown
by Buta et al. (1995) in modeling NGC 7217, even a slight
and hard-to-detect deviation from axisymmetry can
account for the observed ring morphology. In practice, the
identiÐcation of resonances is often complicated by the fact
that their exact locations are signiÐcantly a†ected by the
strength of the nonaxisymmetric perturbation.

During recent years, several individual barred galaxies
have been modeled, some even more than once. The results
from these studies are fairly consistent with respect to the
pattern speed, and the bar usually seems to end near the
deduced corotation distance. In most cases the observed
morphology and kinematics could not be fully explained
with only the bar component present. This deÐciency has
been explained either by supposing an unseen oval com-
ponent outside the bar (Hunter et al. 1988 ; England 1989 ;
Ball 1992) or, more elegantly, by a spiral potential deduced
from the observations (Lindblad, Lindblad, & Athanass-
oula 1996 ; Lindblad & Kristen 1996).

IC 4214 is an early-type weakly barred galaxy possessing
all basic ring types : outer, inner, and nuclear. The outer
pseudoring is of type (Buta 1995), which means that it isR1@deÐned by two spiral arms that wind about 180¡ with
respect to the ends of the bar. The inner ring is also deÐned
by spiral structure. In barred galaxies, pseudorings areR1@aligned perpendicular to the bar on average, whereas inner
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rings and pseudorings are aligned parallel to the bar. The
nuclear ring of IC 4214 is not oriented either perpendicular
or parallel to the bar but is leading the bar by about 50¡,
which is fairly typical. The orientation of a barred galaxy
has a strong inÑuence on how well the noncircular velocities
are manifested in the observed velocity Ðeld (Athanassoula
1984 ; Pence & Blackman 1984). IC 4214 is suitably oriented
(bar major axis neither parallel nor perpendicular to the
galaxy major axis) so that the Fabry-Perot Ha velocity Ðeld
shows distinct signs of noncircular velocities. This is essen-
tial for comparing models with observations. Another
factor making IC 4214 an ideal candidate for numerical
modeling is the fact that its bar is rather weak : for example,
this makes the identiÐcation of kinematic resonance signa-
tures more reliable.

Numerous N-body simulations have indicated that an
initially axisymmetric disk evolves rapidly into a barred
conÐguration through a global instability, provided that the
disk velocity dispersion is not too high and that the disk
contributes at least about one-half to the total force Ðeld
(see, e.g., Ostriker & Peebles 1973). The modeling of gas
features in individual barred galaxies with a full N-body
simulation is thus rather problematic, as the details of the
Ðnal outcome are difficult to control via initial conditions.
Another approach is to determine the gravitational poten-
tial from observations and explore the response of gas on a
rigidly rotating nonaxisymmetric component. This has been
the method used by Lindblad et al. (1996). However, even
with this simpliÐed approach several free parameters
remain, including the disk and bulge mass-to-luminosity
ratio, the disk and bar three-dimensional density distribu-
tions, and the pattern speed of the bar. Also, it might turn
out to be necessary to include an extended halo component,
if required by the rotation curve. All these factors can be
estimated by detailed comparison of model predicted kine-
matic and morphological behavior with the observations.
The main advantage of a rigid bar model is that each factor
can be studied separately and Ðne-tuned as required by
observations. Besides, because the amplitude of the assigned
perturbation can be freely varied, the simulation results can
be linked to analytical linear calculations.

In the present paper we study the gas response in a rigidly
rotating potential derived from observations (Buta et al.
1998, hereafter Paper I). Sections 2 and 3 describe the simu-
lation method and simulation tests with rigid and self-
consistent bar potentials. The derivation of the IC 4214
potential from observations, as well as the uncertainties
involved, are discussed in ° 4. Section 5 describes our simu-
lation survey, concentrating on estimating the bar strength
and pattern speed. Simulation results are also interpreted in
terms of families of closed periodic orbits. Section 6 applies
various methods for the determination of the galaxyÏs orien-
tation to the simulated data, with the aim of explaining the
discrepancies between photometric and kinematic determi-
nations of IC 4214Ïs orientation parameters (Paper I). Our
results and conclusions are summarized in ° 7.

2. THE SIMULATION METHOD

The simulations of the present study employ the two-
dimensional polar-grid code by Salo (1991 ; see Salo &
Laurikainen 1993 for a description of their three-
dimensional version). The gravitational potential of the disk
is evaluated on a logarithmic polar grid, with N

r
\ 144

radial and azimuthal divisions. Within the gridNh \ 108

area the forces are obtained by interpolation from the
potential : for IC 4214 with exponential scale length r

e
B

20@@, the grid covers Very few particles fall0A.25 \ r \ 1000@@.
inside the grid central hole : if this happens, forces are calcu-
lated with a direct summation from the tabulated density.
The bulge force (and that due to the extended halo) is calcu-
lated either from an analytical formula or, if given in tabular
form, with a much Ðner radial interpolation. In the current
simulations with rigid bar potential, the axisymmetric com-
ponent of the disk is added to the bulge (and halo) force,
and the nonaxisymmetric, rigidly rotating potential needs
to be evaluated only in the beginning of the run. However,
the self-consistent method is utilized in the tests of ° 3.
Compared with the Byrd et al. (1994) rigid bar simulations
using the same code, the di†erence is that the bar potential
is now calculated from the observed density distribution
instead of an analytical model.

The gas behavior is simulated by following 20,000 inelas-
tically colliding test particles (““ sticky particles ÏÏ). Instead of
using a grid-based collision scheme (Schwarz 1981), accu-
rate collisions are searched during each time step as
described in Salo (1991) : this gives a better resolution of gas
motions. In each collision, the perpendicular component of
the relative velocity of the colliding pair is reversed and
multiplied by the coefficient of restitution, a. As long as a is
close to zero, the results are fairly insensitive to its exact
value : in the present study we have set a \ 0, so that the
cloud impacts are completely inelastic. Because of the
extremely high cloud density obtained in some regions, e.g.,
nuclear rings, the impact search is restricted so that only
one collision per particle is allowed during one time step.
The purpose of this is to ensure that the simulation will not
slow down intolerably as a result of extreme collision fre-
quency in high-density regions. Self-gravitational e†ects of
the gas component are not included.

Besides gas, also 200,000 test particle ““ stars ÏÏ are
included in some simulations. They are noncolliding and
di†er from gas particles also in having larger initial velocity
dispersion and di†erent radial distribution (exponential
instead of uniform; initial radial velocity dispersion
10%È30% of the circular velocity as compared with 1% for
the gas). They are used for some (very rough!) comparisons
of expected and observed behavior of the stellar component.

The integrations are performed with a time-centered
leapfrog integrator, with about 300 steps per bar rotation
period (about 100 steps per revolution at the distance of the
nuclear ring). The duration of each simulation is of the
order of 10È30 bar rotation periods (corresponding to
about 1.5È4 Gyr).

The gravitational potential of IC 4214 is estimated with
the help of the near-infrared H-band data obtained in Paper
I. We assume that the observed surface brightness distribu-
tion of IC 4214 represents also the surface density distribu-
tion of the disk component. Thus, after the bulge
subtraction, the galaxy image is deprojected, assuming zero
thickness, with the orientation parameters derived in Paper
I. The various Fourier components of the disk surface
density distribution are then calculated. The axisymmetric
part of the gravitational potential is calculated from thep0m\ 0 Fourier component of surface density distribution,
and the rotating part arising from the bar and spiral arms is
represented by the even m\ 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 components.
The odd components are not included in the simulation
potential because, even if they were signiÐcant, they can
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hardly be expected to possess the same pattern speed as the
bar. The total surface density in simulations is thus
expressed as

p(r, h)\ p0(r)] ; p
m
(r) cos Mm[h [ h

m
(r)]N ,

where and denote the amplitude and the phase ofp
m
(r) h

m
(r)

each Fourier component. A similar decomposition of the
potential is used in the analysis of the gravitational Ðeld.

The three-dimensional structure of the bar and disk is
taken into account by using softening in the calculation of
gravitational forces, by replacing the Newtonian 1/* poten-
tial with where * denotes the distance from1/J*2] v2,
the gravitating mass element and v the softening length
(Sellwood 1987). The softened gravitational potential
arising from the two-dimensional surface density distribu-
tion is practically indistinguishable from that with a vertical
distribution and nonsoftened gravity, provided that v is cor-
rectly related to the vertical distribution. In particular, if the
vertical scale parameter is small (compared with radialz0scales of interest, e.g., or bar length), then v correspondsr

eclosely to Unless otherwise mentioned, is used inz0. v\ 2A.5
our simulations. The sole reason for representing three-
dimensional structure with softened gravity is that this
enables the accurate comparison of rigid bar simulations
with two-dimensional live disk simulations (see ° 3).

In each simulation, the nonaxisymmetric part of the
potential is turned on gradually during one bar rotation
period, to avoid transient features (Schwarz 1985). In addi-
tion to the disk potential, the spherically symmetric bulge
potential corresponding to its projected surface density
proÐle is calculated. In principle, the mass-to-luminosity
ratio of the bulge is allowed to di†er from that of theM/L

Hdisk.
In all models studied we assume that the bar and the

spiral arms corotate. This means that our method fails if
these are independent phenomena having di†erent pattern
speeds, as suggested by Sellwood & Sparke (1988). Our
method would also be inadequate in the case of nonlinear
coupling between the bar and outer spiral structure (Masset
& Tagger 1997). Also, the method is only approximate in
the sense that any possible time variability of the bar poten-
tial (most importantly, slowing down as a result of angular
momentum transfer to an extended halo ; see Little & Carl-
berg 1991 ; Debattista & Sellwood 1998) is omitted. Simi-
larly, features resulting from three-dimensional gas motions
are beyond the scope of the present simulations.

3. TESTING THE SIMULATION METHOD

Besides the trivial accuracy tests (e.g., results do not
change if the integration time step is decreased or if the
resolution of the potential grid is improved), several other
checks were carried out with our rigid numerical bar simu-
lation method. In particular, we wanted to make sure that
its results agree with those of N-body simulations with
““ live ÏÏ bars. We thus took the stellar density distribution
from a barred end state of a two-dimensional N-body simu-
lation and used this as a substitute for the H-band image in
the potential evaluation. We then compared the evolution
of the gas distributions in simulations with this frozen bar
potential, with various pattern speeds and amplitudes. This
is an accurate test because the parameters of the underlying
bulge and disk are precisely known. Figure 1 compares an
example of original gas distributions in the N-body run and
that obtained in a simulation with a rigid bar potential. In

addition to using the correct pattern speed and ampli-()bar)tude of the N-body run, cases with too fast/slow or(Abar)too weak/strong bars are also compared. The spiral struc-
ture and the size of the nuclear ring is indeed best matched
with the correct pattern speed and amplitude, although in
the example shown a slightly overestimated would be)bardifficult to rule out. In cases with a well-deÐned inner ring
as in IC 4214, its morphology helps to limit both pattern
speed and amplitude. In general, when the other parameters
of the model are correct, both the amplitude and pattern
speed can be determined with a modest (say, at least 25%)
accuracy. We also inserted the gas particles from the rigid
bar simulation back into the original N-body code : no tran-
sient e†ects were present, indicating that the kinematics are
also well reproduced by the rigid bar method.

Some additional N-body test cases (corresponding to Fig.
1 but not shown) exhibited spiral structures also beyond the
outer ring region. These features had lower pattern speeds
than the bar and the inner spirals and, as expected, were not
reproduced in rigid bar calculations using a single pattern
speed appropriate for the inner regions. It has been sug-
gested that the pattern speeds of spiral and bar components
in general may be di†erent (Sellwood & Sparke 1988),
although this is probably not the case for galaxies with
large-scale bars and/or outer rings (Rautiainen & Salo
1998). The parameters of the above-mentioned additional
test cases were deliberately chosen in a manner that pro-
duces detached outer spirals, by using a very extended
stellar distribution. However, this is not relevant in the case
of IC 4214, which has no structure beyond the outer pseu-
doring. Our Ðnal models for IC 4214 (see ° 5) are also
consistent with a single pattern speed in common for the
bar and the outer spirals.

The formation of ring structures in the gas component is
a result of its viscous behavior. In the sticky particle simula-
tions, viscosity is determined by the frequency of impacts
between gas particles (in the two-dimensional case pro-
portional to particle surface number density, particle radius,
and velocity dispersion). It is difficult to relate the model
parameters to the actual physical processes of the inter-
stellar medium, and therefore our interest must be limited
to robust features that are not sensitive to the exact amount
of viscosity. Our standard cloud size pc) yields(0A.005 B 0.8
an initial impact frequency of the order of 0.3 impacts per
cloud per one bar orbital revolution. Later, with the forma-
tion of rings, the impact frequency rises much higher, espe-
cially in the inner ring. Already a much smaller impact
frequency would be sufficient for the formation of features
such as nuclear rings, but then the other ring features would
remain weak. On the other hand, extremely high impact
frequency may lead to possibly unrealistic e†ects like strong
clumps in the spiral arms. Between these extremes, the
overall morphology does not depend strongly on the
amount of viscosity, in agreement with Byrd et al. (1994).

However, even if the occurrence of various features seen
in the simulations is not very sensitive to the gas cloud
parameters, the timescale required for their formation is :
increased viscosity speeds up the evolution. Because we
employ an artiÐcial initial distribution for gas (uniform
initial distribution : this helps to bring out the outer rings),
there is no guarantee that the relative amount of viscosity at
various parts of the system is comparable to real systems.
We must thus accept that the di†erent features seen in simu-
lation snapshots can in fact correspond to totally di†erent
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FIG. 1.ÈTest of the simulation method using a rigidly rotating bar potential. T op left : the gas distribution in a two-dimensional N-body simulation with a
self-gravitating exponential star disk and an analytical Plummer bulge potential initial T op right : the(Mbulge/Mdisk \ 0.2, rPL/re\ 0.2, v\ 0.25r

e
, QT\ 1.5).

gas distribution in a corresponding simulation with a rigidly rotating potential, with the pattern speed and bar amplitude derived from the()bar) (Abar)N-body simulation. The next two rows show results from rigid bar simulations where either or has been varied. The density distribution and the)bar Abargravitational potential of the N-body disk have been evaluated about Ðve bar revolutions before the snapshots displayed in the Ðgure. All other parameters
(bulge parameters, gravity softening, gas cloud size) are identical. A uniform initial distribution of gas has been used in all models : initial velocities of rigid bar
models have been interpolated from the N-body velocities in order to minimize transient e†ects due to the sudden introduction of the nonaxisymmetric
potential. The inset displays the nuclear ring region with a threefold magniÐcation.

physical timescales in di†erent regions. In particular, the
formation and eventual dispersal of spiral structures
between the inner and nuclear rings has a very rapid time-
scale in our simulations. In actual systems the recycling
between gas and stars could signiÐcantly a†ect the time-
scales (see, e.g., Friedli & Benz 1995) and help to maintain
the inner spirals, as fresh gas would be continuously avail-
able. However, to keep our gas model as simple as possible,
we have not included any recycling processes.

4. THE MODEL PARAMETERS OF IC 4214

In Paper I the inclination and position angle of IC 4214
were derived from observations, but there was considerable
deviation between the results obtained by di†erent
methods, most likely due to nonaxisymmetric distortions
induced by the bar. For example, photometric and kine-
matic methods suggest di†erent inclinations, i\ 47¡ and
57¡, respectively, while the corresponding position angles
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are /\ 175¡ and 169¡. The requirement that the outer and
inner rings are perpendicular yields i\ 52¡, if the position
angle is Ðxed to the kinematic value. All the subsequent
analysis (bulge/disk decomposition, bar amplitude) is to
some degree a†ected by the uncertainty in orientation
parameters, as discussed below. However, we show later
(° 6) that the di†erences between various determinations can
be explained in terms of our simulations. Unless otherwise
mentioned, the nominal values used in all the subsequent
analysis and simulations are (/, i)\ (170¡, 52¡), close to the
intermediate values favored in Paper I. The distance of IC
4214 is taken to be 31.6 Mpc, so that 1A corresponds to
0.153 kpc.

4.1. Axisymmetric Mass Model and Rotation Curve
In Paper I the decomposition into a spherical bulge and a

thin axisymmetric disk was performed with the method of
Kent (1986). The obtained bulge (see Fig. 2a) is quite far
from an r1@4 distribution but is fairly well approximated by
a Plummer sphere with a scale parameter rPL \ 2A.5.
However, the mass distribution resulting from this bulge/
disk light decomposition cannot be made consistent with
the observed rotation curve (Paper I), unless very large
radial variations in the ratio are allowed. This isM/L

Hillustrated by Figure 3a, which compares the observed inner
rotation curve with that obtained from the above model
with various constant Clearly, to explain the shallowM/L

H
.

slope of within r B 5@@, the should be as low asVrot(r) M/L
H0.1 in this region, whereas to account for the maximal

FIG. 2.ÈThe bulge/disk decomposition for the IC 4214 H-band light
distribution. In (a) the dashed lines indicate the decomposition into spher-
ical bulge and thin disk with the Kent (1986) method, described in Paper I.
Solid lines denote an approximate Ðt where a Plummer sphere distribution
is used for the bulge, with scale radius and comprising aboutrPL \ 2A.5,
23% of the total light. In (b) an alternative bulge/disk decomposition for IC
4214 is shown. The dashed line indicates a Gaussian proÐle corresponding
to FWHM of for a nonresolved central source (comprising about 3%1A.96
of total H-band light). The bulge is modeled with a Plummer sphere, with

(17% of the total light). This is the mass model assumed in sub-rPL \ 4@@
sequent Ðgures unless otherwise indicated.

FIG. 3.È(a) Inner rotation curve following from the light distribution of
Fig. 2a, with various constant values for the ratio (solid lines ; sameM/L

Hfor the disk and the bulge). Symbols denote the azimuthally aver-M/L
Haged rotation curve deduced from Ha observations (Paper I). For compari-

son, dashed lines represent the rotation curve derived from Fig. 2b, with
for the bulge and the disk, and with for the non-M/L

H
\ 0.75 M/L

H
\ 0

resolved central source. (b) The overall rotation curve following from the
light distribution of Fig. 2b, with various constant values for the M/L

Hratio (solid lines). Symbols denote the azimuthally averaged rotation curve
deduced from Ha observations. Dotted lines denote separately the bulge
and disk contributions in the case Dashed lines refer to aM/L

H
\ 0.5.

thick bar model (v\ 5@@ ; for solid lines, v\ 2A.5).

velocities, the overall It might thus be pos-M/L
H

B 0.75.
sible that IC 4214 exhibits a nuclear starburst (for which

Oliva et al. 1995). This is also supported by theM/L
H

B 0.1 ;
similarity of the observed H-band and Ha morphologies of
the nuclear rings, which suggests a signiÐcant contribution
of young stars in this region (Paper I).

Figure 2b displays an example of an alternative disk/
bulge decomposition, where we have Ðrst subtracted a non-
resolved nuclear source (Gaussian in shape with an FWHM
of on the H-band image, and comprising about 3% of1A.72
the total H-band luminosity), and approximated the rest as
a sum of a Plummer sphere and a thin axisymmetric disk.
The resulting bulge is now considerably less concentrated

the case is displayed in Fig. 2b), and(rPL B 3@@È5@@ ; rPL \ 4@@
the disk distribution is smoothly increasing also near the
center. The resulting rotation curve is insensitive to the
assumed mass-to-luminosity ratio of the unresolved central
source, at least if it is The most importantM/L

H
\ 0.1.

di†erence as compared with the model of Figure 2a is that
the overall rotation curve (Fig. 3b) is now fairly well consis-
tent with a radius-independent throughout theM/L

Hsystem, with for both the bulge and diskM/L
H

B 0.75
regions. The rotation curve is also fairly insensitive to the
details of the bulge/disk decomposition : for example, if rPLis varied between 3AÈ5A, with a corresponding change in the
Ðtted disk component, the combined rotation curve di†ers
less than 5% from that of Figure 3b. This interval in bulge
scale length corresponds to Mbulge/Mdisk \ 0.11È0.37.
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There are several local deviations between the observed
azimuthally averaged rotation curve and that following
from the luminosity distribution for a constant TheM/L

H
.

most prominent are the bump near 10A and the depression
between r \ 10@@È35@@. In principle, this might simply indi-
cate a signiÐcant gradient (between the bulge/diskM/L

Hand within the disk). For example, allowing to(M/L
H
)bulgeexceed would work in the direction of producing(M/L

H
)diskthe bump near 10A. However, the depression between 15A

and 35A would be harder to reproduce, as the disk curve has
its maximum near 30A. We will demonstrate later that these
features (especially the bump near 10A) of the rotation curve
can be accounted for by the modest noncircular motions
associated with the weakly barred potential, without addi-
tional assumptions of This is not surprising : forM/L

H
.

example, Duval & Athanassoula (1983) have shown that the
axisymmetric rotation curve can be very strongly distorted
in the case of strong bars.

4.2. Resonance L ocations
In the limit of inÐnitesimal perturbations, the main reso-

nance locations can be estimated from the rotation curve
with the help of the epicyclic approximation. The corota-
tion resonance corresponds to where )(r) is the)(r)\)bar,angular speed and is the pattern speed of the bar. Inner)barand outer Lindblad resonances correspond to )^ i/m\

with m\ 2, where i is the epicyclic frequency of radial)bar,oscillations ; a minus sign corresponds to inner resonances.
Similarly, m[ 2 corresponds to so-called ultraharmonic
resonances. In the case of Ðnite perturbation amplitude,
resonance locations shift as the characteristic angular and
radial frequencies di†er from the epicyclic values, but these
relations are still useful as Ðrst approximations. In what
follows we often refer to ILR, OLR, etc., radii without each
time reminding that they are accurate only in the limit of
the epicyclic approximation.

Some limits for the pattern speed of IC 4214 can now be
immediately set by comparing the morphology and the
rotation curve. Figure 4 displays the )^ i/m curves for
m\ 2, 4 resonances, arising both from the observed rota-
tion curve and from the model of Figure 3b. For example,
the bar must end inside the corotation resonance, because
beyond this radius there are no orbits that can support the
bar. As a lower limit for the corotation radius, we can use
the major axis of the inner ring in the deprojected image
(Paper I). This gives and an upper limit estimate ofrcr[ 28@@

km s~1 kpc~1. Similarly, if the outer ring at)bar\ 55
r B 65@@ is connected with the OLR, this indicates )bar B30È35 km s~1 kpc~1. In Paper I a nuclear ring feature was
identiÐed at r B 7@@. For the model rotation curve of Figure
3b this would correspond to the ILR if km s~1)barB 60
kpc~1. However, for the case of a noninÐnitesimal pertur-
bation, the epicyclic approximation is most likely to fail at
the ILR: the true location of the resonance in terms of the
transition between various orbital families can be shifted
considerably inward (see ° 5), reducing the actual corre-)barsponding to a given ILR distance.

4.3. Nonaxisymmetric Potential
The radial behavior of various nonaxisymmetric density

components in the H-band image resembles what is seen in
the I-band very well (Saraiva 1997) and is not displayed
here. Figure 5 displays the Fourier amplitudes of the non-
axisymmetric gravitational potential. Compared with the

FIG. 4.ÈThe curves ), )^ i/2, and )^ i/4, where ) and i stand for
angular and epicyclic frequency, respectively. The upper frame corre-
sponds to the observed azimuthally averaged Ha rotation curve, whereas
the lower frame corresponds to the rotation curve of Fig. 2b with M/L

H
\

0.75. The main resonances as calculated from the epicyclic approximation
are indicated in the lower frame for the pattern speed km s~1)bar \ 40
kpc~1 ; the same horizontal line is shown in the upper frame as well. A
distance of 31.6 Mpc has been assumed for IC 4214.

dominant m\ 2 component, the other even components
are much weaker. In terms of amplitudes of tangential
forces the maximum of at r B 33@@,F

T
, F

Tm/4/FTm/2 B 0.3
just beyond the inner ring region. On the other hand, the
maximum of at r B 26@@. The m\ 1F

Tm/2/FTm/0B 0.14
component, although much larger than the other odd com-
ponents, or even the m\ 4 component, is probably not
signiÐcant, as it is very sensitive to the centering of the
image.

In most of our simulations we decided to smooth the
amplitude in the inner portions, by forcing the m[ 0
density amplitudes to fall linearly to zero inside r \ 20@@.
Also, the phase of the density components is forced into a

FIG. 5.ÈThe Fourier components of the disk gravitational potential
derived from H-band data. The bulge ] nuclear source model of Fig. 2b
has been subtracted, and the assumed orientation for the disk is i \ 52¡
and /\ 170¡. Amplitudes of nonaxisymmetric components are scaled by
the diskÏs axisymmetric m\ 0 potential.
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constant value for r \ 30@@. This eliminates the e†ects of the
nonaxisymmetry of the innermost regions, which might
reÑect changes in rather than density variations.M/L

HAlso, this suppresses any artiÐcial nonaxisymmetry produc-
ed by possible errors in disk/bulge decomposition and de-
projection. However, we also performed runs with the
gravitational Ðeld following from the raw density com-
ponents, thus retaining the B30¡ deviation in the phase of
the potential minimum in the innermost region with respect
to the bar direction.

As noted earlier, the uncertainty in the true orientation of
IC 4214 impacts the magnitude of the nonaxisymmetric
part of the potential (Fig. 6). Since the bar major axis is
close to the nodal line of the galaxy, a smaller (larger)
assumed inclination strengthens (weakens) the amplitude of
the nonaxisymmetric deformations. Altogether, the about
10¡ uncertainty in inclination implies about 10% uncer-
tainty in the maximum amplitude of the nonaxisymmetric
gravitational Ðeld. However, this holds only in the bar
region : near the outer ring the amplitude is sensitive also to
the assumed /, and the amplitude varies within a factor of 2
for the various orientations.

The other important source of uncertainty in the ampli-
tude of nonaxisymmetric perturbations is the unknown ver-
tical structure. Figure 6b displays the gravitational
potential in the case the vertical structure is assumed
to follow a Gaussian distribution o(r, z)P p0(r)]with in the range of Theexp [[1/2(z2/z02)], z0 1A.25È10A.
maximum of the m\ 2 potential component is reduced by
about 35% for this thickness interval. This is consistent with
Quillen (1996), who found that doubling the scale height
typically leads to a 10%È15% reduction in the potential
amplitude, and also that di†erent vertical proÐles lead to
practically identical results for the same scale height z0.However, for the outermost disk (r [ 60@@) the potential

FIG. 6.È(a) The inÑuence of the assumed IC 4214 orientation on the
amplitude of the m\ 2 potential (measured relative to the m\ 0
component). The solid line refers to the standard orientation adopted in
simulations, (/, i)\ (170¡, 52¡), whereas the dashed and dotted lines refer
to the kinematic orientation (169¡, 57¡), and the photometric orientation
(175¡, 47¡) as derived in Paper I, respectively. In (b) the e†ects of a nonzero
vertical thickness are compared with that due to softened gravity for a
two-dimensional density distribution. The vertical proÐle was modeled
with a Gaussian proÐle, with vertical scale length andz0\ 1A.25, 2A.5, 5A.0,
10@@ (dashed lines, top to bottom). Solid lines indicate corresponding ampli-
tudes for a two-dimensional disk with the same values assigned to v.

amplitude is practically independent of This is becausez0.the nonaxisymmetric potential in this region is dominated
by the bar and the smoothing of the gravitational potential
due to the vertical thickness is ine†ective on radial scales
?z0.Studies of edge-on galaxies at optical wavelengths yield
typically (van der Kruit & Searle 1982), whereasz0/re B 1/6
near-IR measurements favor thinner disks with z0/reB 1/12
(Barnaby & Thronson 1992 ; Rice et al. 1996). For IC 4214
with the IR measurements would thus suggestr

e
B 20@@,

However, some three-dimensional simulationsz0B 1A.5.
(e.g., Raha et al. 1991) show signiÐcant vertical evolution of
the bar, i.e., formation of a boxy bulge. This means that bars
can be quite thick, so that in the bar region the most appro-
priate might be even a factor of 2È4 larger than for thez0disk. To account for this possibility, we adopt asz0\ 3A.3
our nominal value for the bar region (or Thez0/re B 1/6).
overall amplitudes are practically una†ected if the same z0is adopted throughout the disk. Thus we found it unneces-
sary to use two separate scale heights as Lindblad et al.
(1996) did.

Figure 6b compares also the amplitudes with strictly two-
dimensional distributions, but with gravity softening v
having the same values as given above for For small vz0.the correspondence between v and is good, whereas withz0increased v softening suppresses the gravitational Ðeld too
efficiently. Our standard value in simulations, cor-v\ 2A.5,
responds very closely to We also perform simula-z0 \ 3A.3.
tions with v\ 5@@, corresponding to thus mimickingz0B 9@@,
a truly ““ thick ÏÏ bar. The di†erence between these two
models corresponds to B20% reduction in the amplitude of
the nonaxisymmetric bar perturbation.

The axisymmetric forces are also a†ected by the nonzero
vertical thickness, although less than the amplitude of non-
axisymmetric force. The reduction of radial forces was
already illustrated in Figure 3b, where the velocity curves
corresponding to both and 5@@ were displayed (thev\ 2A.5
relation between and v holds also for axisymmetricz0forces). The thickness correction is quite small, and corre-
sponds to a slightly modiÐed ratio.M/L

H
5. SIMULATIONS

We now turn to simulations, performed with the above
determined potential. Based on the estimates of ° 4, we use

km s~1 kpc~1 as a Ðrst guess for the bar pattern)bar\ 40
speed. This places corotation at r B 39@@, or slightly outside
the major axis of the inner ring (at r B 28@@). The gravita-
tional softening is corresponding tov\ 2A.5, z0/re B 1/6.
The disk orientation is Ðxed to (/, i) \ (170¡, 52¡). The main
parameters a†ecting the morphology and kinematics are
the bar amplitude and pattern speed. Both these factors are
studied separately.

5.1. Bar Amplitude
Figure 7 compares the gas morphology in simulations

with the Ha and B-band images of IC 4214. Besides the
nominal strength of the nonaxisymmetric potential derived
in ° 4, Figure 7 also studies simulations where the bar
amplitude has been reduced, or slightly increased, by a con-
stant factor A for all radii. The range A\ 0.1È1.15 is
studied, and in each case the axisymmetric potential is kept
Ðxed. A small change of A from unity could be interpreted
as a thickness e†ect : A\ 1.15 corresponds roughly to

and A\ 0.75 to A larger reductionz0/re \ 1/12 z0/re \ 1/2.
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FIG. 7.ÈThe gas morphology in simulations with di†erent bar amplitudes A. In each case km s~1 kpc~1. To improve the resolution of the)bar \ 40
density plots, snapshots at 10 di†erent instants of time have been superposed, on a coordinate system corotating with the bar potential. The snapshots
correspond to Ðve to 12 bar rotations (about 0.8È1.8 Gyr) since the beginning of the run. The thickening of the nuclear ring for A\ 1.0, and especially for
A\ 1.15, results from this superposition (see Fig. 13 legend for more explanations). Density plots displayed in subsequent Ðgures are obtained in a similar
manner. In (b) the projection on the sky is shown, with nominal orientation parameters (/, i)\ (170¡, 52¡). To aid comparisons, a circle in the plane of the
disk, with a radius of 60A, is shown in each frame. The initial gas cloud distribution was uniform inside r \ 60@@, with a smooth transition to zero between
r \ 60@@ and 80A. In each case the frame size is 90@@] 90@@.

from unity would require (1) the ratio of the disk (butM/L
Hnot that of the bulge) to be in fact smaller than anticipated

above and (2) that IC 4214 has an addi-(M/L
H

\ A] 0.75),
tional dark halo component that would account for the
amplitude of the rotation curve [Mdisk/MhaloB A/(1 [ A)].
Moreover, the shape of the rotation curve of the halo
should be close to that of the disk. The advantage in using A

as a free variable (instead of or or exactz0/re M/L
Horientation) is that various comparisons are more accurate

as the model rotation curve and resonance distances (as
calculated from the epicyclic approximation) stay Ðxed.

Several e†ects of varied bar amplitude are readily dis-
cerned from Figure 7. Near the nominal amplitude A\ 1
the inner ring is a very peaked or pointed oval, whereas as
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the amplitude decreases the ellipticity of the ring decreases,
it becomes less pointed, and its structure starts to divide
into several distinct braids. Even further reduction of the
amplitude (A\ 0.1) transforms the ring into four distinct
arm segments, providing a clear illustration of the connec-
tion between the UHR and the inner ring. For A\ 1.15 the
inner ring has nearly vanished. The size and shape of the
nuclear ring is also strongly dependent on amplitude. As A
increases, the nuclear ring shrinks and gets more and more
elongated, in accordance with previous results (van Albada
& Sanders 1982). For A\ 1, the semimajor axis of the
nuclear ring is only about 50% of that calculated from the
epicyclic approximation (A\ 0). Weak signs of an inner
ILR are also visible in some runs. Finally, the size of the
outer spirals increases with increasing A and the region
around the Lagrangian points and is more efficientlyL4 L5cleared. Table 1 collects the ring distances and shapes mea-
sured from these simulations. Note, however, that the mea-
surements are fairly subjective, especially for the inner ring
if A is close to 0.5, because several arm segments are present.
For this reason a range of semimajor and semiminor dis-
tances is given for the features associated with the inner ring
region.

The best resemblance to IC 4214Ïs morphology in the
B-band, with a fairly smoothly curving inner ring with some
spiral segments, is obtained for AB 0.5. For smaller A the
braiding is clearly too strong. However, for A\ 0.75 or 1.0
the inner ring is very reminiscent of the Ha morphology,
with a much more peaked appearance (see also the U[I
image in Fig. 7 in Paper I). In what follows we concentrate
on the comparison of simulated gas with Ha observations.
A[ 1 can be ruled out based on the disappearance of the
inner ring. The overall correspondence for sizes of the simu-
lated rings is best for AB 0.75 (see Table 1). The most
evident defect of all of the models is the lack of spirals
between the inner and the nuclear ring. Also, the nuclear
ring is more distinct than in IC 4214 and has a di†erent
orientation than the observed nuclear ring or the central
oval of the galaxy.

The above morphological features have clear kinematic
counterparts. Figure 8 compares the simulated and
observed Ha zero-velocity line, which is sensitive to the
bar-induced radial velocities. For example, the nuclear ring
exhibits a distinct shift in the zero-velocity line, in agree-
ment with observations. A bend in the same direction is also

seen at the outer ring, moving gradually inward with
respect to ring location as A is increased. The inner ring
region shows wiggles in the zero-velocity line, associated
with the spiral segments. A similar connection between a
spiral segment and a detail in the observed velocity Ðeld is
visible at the western side (at r B 25@@). The variations of the
zero-velocity line with A are quite small in the inner regions,
whereas for the outer ring the shift scales with A : best agree-
ment is again seen for AB 0.75.

The corresponding ring-related features are also seen in
the major-axis rotation curve, which is a†ected by the bar-
induced tangential velocities. Figure 9 displays both the
velocity cut along the major axis (for gas particles) and the
azimuthally averaged velocity curves calculated with the
Warner, Wright, & Baldwin (1973) method. As the data for
simulated gas particles contain large gaps as a result of the
concentration of particles on rings, we have also con-
structed the averaged velocity curve using test particle stars.
For large A the inner ring appears as a single bump in the
major-axis cut but shows clear resonance signature as A is
decreased. Similar deviations from the circular velocity
curve are seen in the outer ring region. Application of the
Warner et al. method to test particle stars shows a strong
drop outside the nuclear ring region at r B 10@@È25@@. In the
same region the curve for gas particles shows a small
upward bend, but this corresponds to very few particles. It
is tempting to associate this downward bend (see especially
A\ 0.75 and 1.0 cases) for test particle stars with the
similar bend in the observed curve.

The correspondence between kinematic features seen in
Figures 8 and 9 and major resonances becomes especially
clear in Figure 10a, comparing the velocity curve in a low
bar amplitude simulation (A\ 0.1) with that obtained from
a linear approximation ignoring viscosity. We have applied
the Binney & Tremaine (1987, p. 146) treatment of weakly
perturbed closed loop orbits and used the same gravita-
tional potential (with m\ 0, 2, and 4 terms included) as in
the simulations. The calculated directions of major-axis
velocity shifts around various resonance locations agree
well with the simulated kinematic features. Not sur-
prisingly, near exact resonances the linear treatment fails, as
it predicts singular behavior and abrupt 90¡ changes in
orientation of orbits. The former problem would be
removed by a more accurate treatment of resonance orbits
(Binney & Tremaine 1987, p. 151), whereas the introduction

TABLE 1

SIZES OF SIMULATED RINGS

aNR aIR bIR aOR
A (arcsec) qNR (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) qOR

0.01 . . . . . . 15.0 1.0 28 28 60 0.95
0.10 . . . . . . 13.4 0.9 27È29 24È26 61 0.87
0.33 . . . . . . 10.3 0.9 28È36 21È28 61 0.82
0.50 . . . . . . 8.8 0.91 29È36 19È26 63 0.83
0.75 . . . . . . 7.3 0.87 27È31 19È22 65 0.83
1.00 . . . . . . 6.1 0.84 24È29 15È16 70 0.77
1.15 . . . . . . 5.8 0.81 20È27 14È15 73 0.72
OBS . . . . . . 7.0 0.84 28 22 64 0.83

NOTE.Èa and q stand for semimajor axis radius and axis ratio of simulated
nuclear ring (NR) and outer ring (OR) structures. For the inner ring (IR), the
ranges of semimajor and semiminor axis radii (b) are given, as explained in the
text. OBS stands for values deduced in Paper I : for NR from Ha, and for IR
and OR from B-band observations. A is the dimensionless bar amplitude.
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FIG. 8.ÈZero-velocity lines in simulations of Fig. 7, for A\ 1.0È0.33. The uppermost frame displays the observed Ha zero-velocity line, overlaid on a
B-band image. In the continuous inner region, velocities within ^10 km s~1 from the systematic velocity are shown, whereas for the outer parts velocities
within ^40 km s~1 are displayed. Note that the actual zero-velocity line in the outer parts (thick black lines) goes south of the two blobs in the west. The size
of each frame is 180@@] 60@@. In the simulation plots the zero-velocity line has been constructed from particles within ^10 km s~1 of the systematic velocity :
their vertical locations have been averaged in 1A wide zones.

of viscosity leads to a continuous change of orientation
across the resonance (see, e.g., & Salo 1994,Ha� nninen
addressing collisional behavior in the context of satellite
resonances in planetary rings). In any case, the linear
approximation provides a clear association of the inner ring
velocity shifts with that in the UHR. Note that there is no
sign of the corotation resonance in simulation kinematics.
This is exactly as predicted by the linear treatment. Simi-
larly, the zero-velocity curve from linear approximations

agrees with that in the low-amplitude simulation (Fig. 10b).
Again, the corotation location does not show any special
behavior.

The advantage of comparing one-dimensional velocity
cuts (zero-velocity line, major-axis rotation curve) is the
easy comparison between various simulations. However,
Figure 11 demonstrates the good overall agreement
between the simulated two-dimensional velocity Ðeld versus
Ha observations, for A\ 0.75. As the gas velocity Ðeld con-
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FIG. 9.ÈMajor-axis rotation curves in the simulations of Fig. 7. The
points stand for individual particles within 5¡ of the major axis (/\ 170¡),
and the solid line indicates the circular velocity curve calculated from the
axisymmetric potential. The dashed and dash-dotted curves display the
azimuthally averaged rotation curves derived with the Warner et al. (1973)
method (with / Ðxed to 170¡), calculated for gas and stellar test particles,
respectively. The initial velocity dispersion of stellar test particles was 10%
of the circular velocity. The uppermost frame displays the observed major-
axis cut (points), and the thick symbols denote the azimuthally averaged
rotation curve.

tains large gaps owing to the concentration of particles on
rings, the velocity Ðeld of test particle stars is also shown,
covering the whole disk region.

5.2. Bar Pattern Speed
The above comparisons show quite good agreement

between the A\ 0.75 model and observations. To check the
inÑuence of the bar pattern speed, Figure 12 compares the
morphology in runs with km s~1 kpc~1.)bar\ 35È50
Besides the A\ 0.75 case, simulations with A\ 0.5 are also
shown.

As can be expected, increasing reduces the scale of)barrings since all resonance distances move inward. For
km s~1 kpc~1 and A\ 0.75, the nuclear ring has)bar\ 50

shrunk dramatically, becoming very elongated in the direc-
tion of the bar major axis. For increased the inner ring)bardevelops a double structure, whereas for km s~1)bar \ 35
kpc~1 several spiral segments strengthen the braided
appearance. In general, an increase (reduction) in )bara†ects the morphology in roughly the same manner as
increased (reduced) bar amplitude. The same tendency was
conÐrmed in kinematic comparisons similar to Figures 8
and 9. Thus, for example (see Fig. 12b), the km)bar\ 45
s~1 kpc~1, A\ 0.5 case resembles the km s~1)bar\ 40

FIG. 10.ÈComparison of the kinematics obtained in the low-amplitude
run (A\ 0.1) with that calculated from the linear approximation of closed
loop orbits (Binney & Tremaine 1987, p. 146). In (a) the major-axis rotation
curve is shown, whereas (b) compares the zero-velocity line (analytical
curves are superposed with downward shifts). Major-axis velocities are
a†ected by the tangential streaming velocity owing to the bar, whereasVtanthe zero-velocity line is mainly sensitive to the radial velocity In theVrad.upper frame the main resonance locations are indicated by arrows ; the
labels ““ IUHR ÏÏ and ““OUHR ÏÏ stand for inner and outer m\ 4 UHRs,
respectively. In the lower frame the arrows indicate the same resonance
locations. In the linear approximation, Vrad P[mC() [ )bar) sin mh,
where h denotes the angle from the potential minimum (bar major axis)
and C is the amplitude, changing sign at each Lindblad resonance and at
the CR resonance (C is positive outside OLR). The main term of Vtan P
[C) cos mh.

kpc~1, A\ 0.75 case. Similarly, for km s~1)bar\ 35
kpc~1 a good match can be obtained for A\ 1.

For increased the models of Figure 12 show features)barthat are not present in IC 4214, namely, gas concentrations
near Lagrangian points and (the area of bananaL4 L5orbits ; Contopoulos & 1989). Nevertheless, for theGrosbÔl
studied potential (for A[ 0.1), and are unstable, soL4 L5that these regions must eventually clear out : gradual clear-
ing was also observed in simulations.

The overall correspondence between simulations and
observations seems acceptable when km s~1)barB 35È45
kpc~1, with A close to 0.75. This interval places the corota-
tion at 39@@^ 3@@, a bit outside the end of the bar. If isrbaridentiÐed with the major axis of the inner ring (B28A), this
yields This conforms to the commonrbar/rcrB 0.67È0.77.
trend in early-type galaxies (Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1995 ;
Elmegreen 1996).

5.3. Dissipation
Because of dissipative impacts, gas clouds tend to syn-

chronize their velocities, which gradually drives clouds
toward closed, nonintersecting periodic orbits. As men-
tioned in ° 3, the general features of the simulated gas popu-
lation are fairly insensitive to the cloud parameters.
However, some characteristics do depend on impact fre-
quency which must be kept in mind in comparison ofu

c
,

simulated morphology with observed. Figure 13 displays
examples of simulations with di†erent impact frequencies in
the A\ 0.5 case, achieved by varying the gas cloud radius
in the range 0.1È10 times the nominal value. Collision fre-
quencies in various ring zones are collected in Table 2. The
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FIG. 11.ÈTwo-dimensional velocity Ðeld of the best model km s~1 kpc~1, A\ 0.75), compared with observations. The interval between()bar \ 40
contours is 40 km s~1, except for the middle contours, which correspond to ^10 km s~1.

same morphological features exist in all simulations :
however, the sharpness of the rings and spirals rises with u

cas expected. The same is true for kinematic signatures. The
clearest di†erence is the orientation of the outer ring, which
becomes distinctly trailing in the high-viscosity case. Also,
for high clumps appear in the outer ring.u

c
,

5.4. Miscellaneous Experiments
The importance of higher order components of the non-

axisymmetric potential was tested in simulations retaining
only the m\ 2 component. The overall features were much
the same, but di†erences could be seen in smaller scale
details like the shape of the inner ring, which loses its
braided appearance and becomes more diamond shaped for
A\ 0.5 when only m\ 2 terms are included. The connec-
tion of the inner ring to the UHR as a result of nonlinear
e†ects is still evident, although the perturbation itself does
not contain m\ 2 terms. Even for A\ 0.1 the inner ring
can be discerned, although it becomes much weaker than in
the presence of m\ 4 terms. With inclusion of both m\ 2
and m\ 4 components, practically all features of previous
models are retained. We also checked the inÑuence of the
density smoothing we have adopted (see ° 4) : the simulation

TABLE 2

IMPACT FREQUENCY IN SIMULATIONS OFu
cFIGURE 13

CLOUD SIZE

ZONE 0.1] r0 r0 10 ] r0
Average . . . . . . . . . . . 0.13 0.90 31
Nuclear ring . . . . . . 0.79 1.98 58
Inner ring . . . . . . . . 0.10 1.11 27
Outer ring . . . . . . . . 0.05 0.75 30

NOTE.ÈUnits are impacts per particle per bar
rotation period. Mean values over indicated regions
correspond to values after about 10 bar rotations. The
standard cloud size, is denoted by0A.005, r0.

with the potential calculated from the nonsmoothed density
distribution for r \ 20@@ is indistinguishable from the stan-
dard one, except that the inner nuclear ring is stronger : its
orientation has also changed from that aligned with the bar
by about 30¡, thus becoming aligned with the local direction
of the potential minimum near the center.

Figure 14 displays the relative importance of the spiral
potential on sustaining the observed outer spiral arms. This
was tested by simulations in which the nonaxisymmetric
density components outside the bar region were neglected
(smooth truncation of the nonaxisymmetric density to zero
between r \ 35@@È40@@ ; ““ bar only ÏÏ potential). Also shown
are complementary simulations where only the non-
axisymmetric density beyond the bar region was included
(““ spiral only ÏÏ potential). In the outer ring region the bar
and spiral contributions to the total amplitude of the non-
axisymmetric potential are about the same, whereas the
spiral contribution rapidly loses importance as we move
inward. This accounts well for the behavior with )bar\ 40
km s~1 kpc~1 : except for weaker outer spirals, the mor-
phology is almost una†ected if the spiral contribution is
omitted. In the case of the ““ spiral only ÏÏ potential, the outer
spirals resemble those with the ““ bar only ÏÏ potential, but
the inner ring is much rounder and the nuclear ring is
clearly larger as expected for the weak perturbation.

Somewhat surprising is the very di†erent behavior for
km s~1 kpc~1 : the ““ bar only ÏÏ potential cannot)bar\ 30

produce any outer spirals and even the inner ring is very
weak. Compared with km s~1 kpc~1, this can be)bar\ 40
explained by the fact that the main resonances have moved
outward and the inner ring thus is situated in a region of
weaker nonaxisymmetric potential. However, the response
to the spiral potential is strong also in the km s~1)bar \ 30
kpc~1 case, although the nonaxisymmetric potential ampli-
tude in the region of the inner ring is comparable to the
““ bar only ÏÏ case. Because of the spiral twist of the potential,
the forces are larger in the spiral case. The strong depen-
dence of the strength of the outer spirals on the bar pattern
speed might explain why some previous simulations with



FIG. 12.È(a) Same as Fig. 7a, except that the gas morphology in simulations with di†erent km s~1 kpc~1 is studied for A\ 0.5 and 0.75.)bar\ 35È50
Dashed ellipses indicate deprojected Ðtted rings from observations (Paper I). For clarity, the observed nuclear ring is displayed only in the upper left frame. (b)
Comparison of three di†erent A) combinations leading to approximately similar morphology and kinematics. Symbols denote the simulated zero-()bar,velocity line, whereas contours trace the observed Ha distribution.

FIG. 13.ÈThe inÑuence of dissipation. In the Ðrst frame the cloud size is 10 times the standard value, the middle frame shows the standard case, and the
last frame shows the simulation where the particle size is 0.1 times the standard. In each case A\ 0.5 and km s~1 kpc~1.)bar\ 40
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FIG. 14.ÈE†ect of ““ bar ÏÏ and ““ spiral ÏÏ components on the morphology for A\ 0.5, for and 30 km s~1 kpc~1. See text for the deÐnitions of)bar\ 40
components.

““ bar only ÏÏ potentials (e.g., Hunter et al. 1988) could not
produce signiÐcant spiral structure.

5.5. Periodic Orbits
Typical examples of periodic orbits in the regions of the

inner and nuclear rings in two of our simulations are shown
in Figure 15. The particle distribution is also plotted, to
facilitate easy comparison between morphology and orbits.
The orbits forming the nuclear rings belong to the x2family, being perpendicular to the bar (here we follow the
notation introduced by Contopoulos ; see, e.g., Conto-
poulos 1980 ; Contopoulos & 1989). The size of theGrosbÔl
nuclear ring depends on the bar strength, so that increasing
its amplitude makes the ring smaller. When the pertur-
bation is very small, the nuclear ring is exactly at the inner
Lindblad resonance (outer ILR). With amplitude A\ 1.0,
its major axis is less than 50% of the resonance radius
calculated from the epicyclic approximation. The reason for
this behavior is the smaller region where orbits exist.x2Indeed, sometimes the inner Lindblad resonance is
redeÐned as the radius inside which these orbits are stable
(van Albada & Sanders 1982 ; Athanassoula 1992a). In some
simulations with low A, another nuclear ring that is related
to the inner ILR was seen : an example of a closed orbit
contributing to this structure is also displayed in Figure 15.

In the high-amplitude case (A\ 1.0), the structure of the
inner ring is simple and can be explained by the orbits. Inx1

lower amplitudes the ring structure becomes more compli-
cated and is formed by several tightly wound spiral arms.
Several types of orbits, some even multiperiodic, are con-
tributing to this shape. In general, they are less elongated
than for large A. As mentioned above, simulations with very
small perturbation show that the inner ring is related to the
inner 4/1 resonance : in those simulations the ring appears
as four extremely tightly wound spiral arms precisely at the
resonance radius. Also, the twisted inner ring seen in the

case of Figure 13 can be understood in terms of thehigh-u
corbital structure.

The outer pseudoring is in the vicinity of the outer Lind-
blad resonance. However, we could not Ðnd simple closed
orbits in this area because of the presence of the spiral
potential. When only the bar was included, the usual per-
pendicular and parallel orbit families appear. This is in
accordance with the results of Contopoulos & GrosbÔl
(1989), who found that in the presence of both bar and
spiral potentials, there are no closed orbits that can support
the spiral between corotation and the outer 4/1 resonance.

The existence of collisions puts some limits on the orbits
that the gas particles can follow so that they, for example,
cannot stay in intersecting orbits. In simulations with a very
strong bar (A[ 1 ; see Fig. 7), the particles initially forming
the inner ring are in such highly elongated orbits that they
begin to cross some of the orbits. This is at least one ofx2the processes that move particles from the inner to the
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FIG. 15.ÈThe upper two frames show the inner parts of the A\ 1, km s~1 kpc~1 simulation (left) and some examples of closed periodic orbits)bar \ 40
contributing to the inner and nuclear rings (right). The lower two frames are the same for amplitude A\ 0.5. An interesting detail visible in the upper left
frame is the libration of the nuclear ring : as snapshots of several instants of time have been superposed, this manifests as a double structure in the plot (the
same is seen also for A\ 1.15 and 1.0 in Fig. 7). This libration might be an artifact related to the Ðnite size of the simulation particles and the space available
for the orbital family comprising the nuclear ring : in the case of libration, the particles cannot be conÐned into a closed orbit because of close-packingx2e†ects. However, they still move coherently, and the ring as a whole precesses with a common rate. Sometimes (AB 1 and large clouds) this leads to even
^20¡ deviations around the mean direction. It is uncertain whether this could have any counterpart in real physical situations.

nuclear ring and apparently can lead to eventual disap-
pearance of the inner ring.

Although we were mostly interested in orbits that are
responsible for features seen in the gas morphology, we also
found several multiperiodic orbits and orbits that are not
symmetric with respect to either the major or the minor axis
of the bar. Patsis, Athanassoula, & Quillen (1997) studied
these kinds of orbits and their signiÐcance in the case of
NGC 4314.

6. APPLICATION OF ORIENTATION METHODS ON

SIMULATION DATA

As noted above, the IC 4214 orientation determined in
Paper I by di†erent methods disagrees considerably. The
(/, i) measured from outer isophotes was (175¡^ 1¡.4,
47¡ ^ 3¡), whereas the application of kinematic methods
yielded (169¡^ 1¡, 57¡ ^ 2¡). The presence of such a dis-
crepancy is in itself easy to understand as the kinematic
determination is certainly a†ected by the noncircular
motions associated with the bar. Similarly, there is no guar-
antee that any of the isophotes of a barred galaxy are intrin-
sically circular. The mere morphological features in
simulations performed with the above two (and some other)

di†erent orientations cannot clearly favor one over the
other. However, we will show here that the observational
di†erence in the results of these two methods becomes
understandable if the same methods are applied to our IC
4214 simulation models. Moreover, simulations favor an
intermediate, fairly well constrained orientation.

In the Warner et al. (1973) method, the galaxy is modeled
as an axisymmetric disk with all matter on circular orbits.
The minimization of velocity residuals between the
observed velocity Ðeld and that obtained from this simpli-
Ðed model leads to a preferred set of orientation parameters
and also gives the circular velocity curve. In the case of a
barred galaxy, signiÐcant deviations from circular motions
and axisymmetry are present, especially near the major
resonances, and the deduced orientation thus di†ers from
the true one. In order to see how large deviations (and to
what direction) can be expected, we have applied the
Warner et al. method to the simulations displayed in Figure
7, performed with di†erent bar amplitudes. In each case the
gas particle distribution and velocities were projected on
the sky with the nominal orientation parameters (52¡, 170¡),
and the global minimization of velocity residuals was per-
formed. Di†erences between the ““ true ÏÏ orientation (well
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deÐned in the case of simulations) and that given by the
Warner et al. method are displayed in Figure 16. Besides
using the actual orientation of IC 4214Ïs bar with respect to
the nodal line, the whole range of values is explored, by/barrotating the simulation system in its plane by various angles
before the sky projection.

According to Figure 16, the kinematic method tends to
exaggerate the true inclination. For IC 4214Ïs orientation

the deviation amounts to *iB 9¡ for A\ 0.75.(/barB 40¡),
The somewhat surprising feature of Figure 16, namely, that
the kinematic inclination is larger than the true one for all

reÑects the nonlinear behavior of perturbations./bar,Indeed, if the Warner et al. method is applied to the velocity
Ðeld resulting from the linearized loop orbit model men-
tioned in ° 5, both positive and negative shifts in inclination
are observed. This is also the case for the simulation with
A\ 0.01. However, even for such a small amplitude as
A\ 0.1, *i is always positive with a maximum of about 3¡
when the bar is roughly parallel to the nodal line. The
deduced position angle is less sensitive to the bar pertur-
bation, and both negative and positive shifts are possible
depending on the orientation. For the kinematic/bar\ 40¡
/ for A[ 0.5 is about 1¡ smaller than the true one.

The measurement of outer isophotes in Paper I was made
in the region 70@@\ r \ 90@@, just beyond the outer ring. This
yielded a mean axial ratio of 0.698 over all Ðlters used,
corresponding to iB 46¡ if thickness corrections are

omitted. Now, the gas orbits with mean distance outside
(inside) OLR are aligned along (perpendicular to) the bar.
In the case of IC 4214, the predominance of outside or
inside orbits could cause the inclination derived from iso-
photes to be either underestimated or overestimated,
respectively. Because of nonlinear perturbations (inside and
outside orbits can have a large overlap region), and because
of viscous behavior of the gas (strong twists of gas
streamlines), it is difficult to estimate beforehand the actual
direction of net shifts in / and i in a given region. We thus
turn to the simulations. Instead of studying the simulated
gas distributions, which had uniform initial distribution, we
employ exponentially distributed test particle stars and
compare their isophote behavior with respect to H-band
data. This circumvents any problems in identifying the
simulated gas particles with the observations. Also, instead
of comparing the shape and orientation of isophotes in a
single zone, the radial trends in / and i are studied, enabling
qualitative comparisons also with those simulations where
the outer ring region falls to a slightly di†erent location
than in observations.

Figure 17 displays the behavior of stellar isophotes in the
same simulations whose gas velocity Ðelds were studied in
Figure 16 with the kinematic method. The distribution of
stellar test particles with mimics the radial dis-r

e
\ 20@@

tribution of IC 4214Ïs disk, and the initial velocity disper-
sion assigned to them is 10% of the circular velocity at each

FIG. 16.ÈApplication of the Warner et al. (1973) global minimization method to the simulations of Fig. 7. The deviations of derived kinematic orientation
parameters from the actual orientation parameters (/, i)\ (170¡, 52¡) in simulations is shown as a function of the angle between the bar major axis and/bar,the galaxy nodal line. is measured along the disk plane in the direction of rotation. Arrows indicate the alignment of IC 4214Ïs bar. Bar amplitudes in the/barrange A\ 0.01È0.75 are studied, while km s~1 kpc~1.)bar\ 40
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FIG. 17.ÈBehavior of stellar isophotes in simulations of Fig. 7. The stellar distribution is mimicked by noncolliding test particles with approximately the
same initial radial proÐle as in IC 4214Ïs disk Asterisks denote the measured H-band isophotes (Paper I).(r

e
B 20@@).

radius. For A\ 1.0 the Ðnal velocity dispersion in simula-
tions corresponds to Toomre parameter in the outerQTB 1
ring region (if we assume that all active mass is in the disk ;
correspondingly for A\ 0.5, The test particle diskQT B 2).
is strictly two-dimensional. However, we checked that the
results are sensitive to neither the assumed velocity disper-
sion nor the vertical thickness of the simulation disk.

According to Figure 17, the outer ring region is associ-
ated with a large positive twist in / and a strong reduction
in i, in qualitative agreement with the H-band data. The
strength of the bar a†ects both the amplitude of shifts and
the radial location where they occur : an increase of A
pushes the transition zone outward, in accordance with
Figure 7 where the size of the outer spirals grew with
stronger perturbation. In / a fairly good match is obtained
for AB 0.75, with /B 175¡ at r B 80@@. The same is true for
the amplitude of the inclination shift, but the inclinations
are systematically too large. Experiments with di†erent )barnear the nominal value yielded similar results. The only
remedy we found to account for the observed axial ratio at
r B 80@@ was to change the nominal inclination we have so
far assumed (52¡) to 48¡. With this modiÐcation the behav-
ior of both / and i is fairly well reproduced. An additional
e†ect of using i\ 48¡ instead of i\ 52¡ is that because of
the increased amplitude of the perturbation (see Fig. 6), the
excess *i obtained with Warner et al. method increases. The
large kinematic inclination can thus still be accounted for in
spite of the decreased nominal inclination.

However, the revised inclination has an e†ect on the
angle of the outer ring with respect to the bar major axis :
for (/, i)\ (170¡, 48¡) the outer ring leads by about 20¡ with
respect to the perpendicular orientation. At Ðrst glance this
seems improbable : for example, viscosity can only cause the
outer ring to trail from the perpendicular orientation.
However, the simulations of ° 5 already present examples of
such apparent leading twist ; see, for example, the )bar \ 35
km s~1 kpc~1 case in Figure 12. This is caused by the
density asymmetry between the portion of the pseudoring

where it starts from the bar and the back-winding region. A
similar phenomenon might be seen in IC 4214, a†ecting the
deprojected outlook. Altogether, the inÑuence on the total
potential is insigniÐcant, and for example, all the morpho-
logical and kinematic plots of ° 5 are practically unaltered if
i \ 48¡ is used instead of i \ 52¡.

In conclusion, our simulation models seem to explain
quite well the large di†erence between kinematic and iso-
photal orientations. The best Ðt between simulated and
observed stellar isophotes is obtained for (/, i) \ (170¡, 48¡).
For AB 0.75 the di†erence as compared with the kinematic
determination in Paper I is simultaneously accounted for.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a fairly extensive survey of gas mor-
phology and kinematics in the nonaxisymmetric gravita-
tional potential of IC 4214, as derived from H-band
observations (Paper I). The experiments were performed
with two-dimensional simulations employing dissipatively
colliding particles in a rigidly rotating bar ] spiral poten-
tial. Comparisons to ““ live ÏÏ two-dimensional simulations
indicate that the method should be able to constrain the
major bar characteristics (pattern speed and amplitude)
with reasonable accuracy. The main uncertainties in the
potential evaluation are the unknown vertical extent of the
bar and the exact orientation of the galaxy as seen on the
sky. However, the latter uncertainty could be signiÐcantly
reduced during the simulation survey. The potential model
used agrees fairly well with the axisymmetric rotation curve
(Paper I) and can be derived from the overall H-band lumi-
nosity distribution with a constant mass-to-luminosity ratio

provided that IC 4214 has a small-massM/L
H

B 0.75,
central region with high H-band luminosity. However, all
our conclusions are insensitive to the assumptions concern-
ing the central regions.

Runs with di†erent bar amplitudes and pattern speeds
were performed. Bar amplitudes were measured relative to a
nominal strength obtained by assuming that the ratio of bar
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vertical scale/exponential scale length is about 1/6 and that
the observed rotation curve follows from the mass seen in
the H-band image. Morphological comparisons, especially
those comparing the inner ring morphology with the Ha
and U[I images (see Paper I), suggest that the bar strength
is most probably about 75% of this nominal amplitude
(AB 0.75). For AB 1 the inner ring gets excessively peaked
and almost disappears if A[ 1, whereas for much smaller A
(\0.5) it starts to show multistrand features not seen in
observations. However, slightly smaller A (B0.5) would
reproduce the B-band morphology of the inner ring quite
well. Kinematic perturbations associated with the non-
axisymmetric potential, especially the shifts in the outer
zero-velocity line are then too weak as compared with
observations. On the other hand, both kinematic pertur-
bations and the simulated ring sizes match the observations
very well for AB 0.75 (the best amplitude depends slightly
on A brief survey of closed periodic orbits was also)bar).performed, indicating that the simulated morphology is
consistent with the appearance of the main orbital families
at various bar amplitudes. Other experiments showed that
the contribution from other than m\ 2 and m\ 4 com-
ponents is insigniÐcant. The robustness of the obtained
morphological features with respect to the assigned impact
frequency was also shown. The estimated bar pattern speed,

km s~1 kpc~1, places corotation somewhat)barB 35È45
beyond its outer end in general agree-(rbar/rcrB 0.67È0.77),
ment with several previous studies of early-type galaxies.

In a broader context, our extended survey of simulations
with various bar amplitudes demonstrates unambiguously
the connection between major Lindblad resonances and
observed rings in barred galaxies, including the connection
between inner rings and the UHR. First, the good corre-
spondence between IC 4214Ïs observed and simulated struc-
ture was evident in simulations near the nominal amplitude.
Second, the features seen in simulations with reduced A
formed a continuous sequence, in both morphology and
kinematics. Finally, in the limit of small bar amplitude,
simulated kinematics showed a good one-to-one correspon-
dence to a linear analytical calculation including the reso-
nance terms arising from the m\ 2 and m\ 4 components
of the nonaxisymmetric potential.

The fact that the nominal strength of the bar was found
to be slightly too high has in principle at least three alterna-
tive explanations : (1) the bar is thicker than assumed, (2)
some part of the total force is accounted for by unseen
material, and (3) H-band luminosity is not a reliable tracer
of mass density contrast. The Ðrst explanation alone
appears insufficient, as our nominal bar strength A\ 1
already assumes a quite substantial three-dimensional
thickness, about twice that obtained in near-IR studies of
edge-on galaxies. To account for A\ 0.75, the bar vertical
scale should be almost one-half of the radial scale length.
The possibility that some unseen halo material contributes
to the rotation curve seems likely. However, its distribution
must be such that it yields a rather similar rotation curve as
that due to the disk. The third explanation, that the azi-
muthal variations in the H-band overestimate the overall
mass contrast, perhaps due to concentration of young
objects on the bar and spiral arms, thus seems unnecessary.

It is of interest to compare the estimated amount of IC
4214Ïs unseen halo with simulation studies that have
addressed the slowing down of a bar as a result of inter-
action between the bar and the halo. Debattista & Sellwood

(1998) have shown that if at two disk scaleFdisk/Fhalo \ 4
lengths, angular momentum transfer from bar to halo will
slow the bar so that On the other hand, therbar/rcr\ 0.7.
halo material outside the bar region is less important. Our
best model with km s~1 kpc~1, A\ 0.75 has)bar\ 40

and which isrbar/rcr\ 0.72 Fdisk/Fhalo B 0.75/(1 [ 0.75)B 3,
marginally consistent with their result. A slightly increased
A would still be well within the accuracy of our morpho-
logical and kinematic comparisons. Also, if a somewhat
thicker bar is assumed, for example if instead ofz0/re \ 1/4
1/6, the nominal amplitude decreases by about 8%,
and even for A\ 0.75 we obtain Fdisk/FhaloB 0.75/(0.92

Thus, taking into account various uncer-[ 0.75)B 4.5.
tainties our modeling results agree with Debattista &
SellwoodÏs simulations. In fact, the same argument can also
be applied to further support our preferred value )bar\ 40
km s~1 kpc~1. Namely, in ° 5.2 it was shown that for a
somewhat faster bar an acceptable match could be obtained
if the bar amplitude is reduced. However, unless an unreal-
istically thick bar is assumed, this implies larger halo contri-
bution, which contradicts Debattista & SellwoodÏs result.
Similarly, for a slightly slower bar, no halo at all would be
necessarily needed : this would however leave open the
question of what has caused the slow rotation rate.

The main defects remaining in our model are the orienta-
tion of the nuclear ring and the lack of spiral features inside
the inner ring. The simulated nuclear ring was practically
perpendicular to the bar major axis, whereas the observed
nuclear ring leads by about 50¡ with respect to the bar. The
lack of spiral features could simply be due to a lack of
physics in our model (e.g., omission of star-gas recycling),
whereas the orientation of the central oval might indicate
that IC 4214 could have a nuclear bar that has a di†erent
pattern speed from the main bar and thus a random orien-
tation. The orientation of the nuclear ring would then be
due to this bar or its combined e†ect with the main bar.
Maciejewski & Sparke (1997) have also demonstrated the
existence of closed orbits in potentials having two bar com-
ponents. However, no signs of a nuclear bar were seen in
observations (Paper I). The present simulations indicate an
alternative possibility : in high-viscosity simulations, the
nuclear ring had a tendency to librate considerably, some-
times deviating even 20% from the perpendicular orienta-
tion with respect to the bar. However, this might be an
artifact related to the sticky particle simulation method.

In addition, we used the simulation models to address the
discrepancy between standard kinematic and isophotal
orientation determinations. Qualitatively this discrepancy
is exactly what can be expected in the case where methods
appropriate for axisymmetric disks are applied to a barred
galaxy with strong morphological and kinematic distor-
tions. However, we were able to explain quantitatively the
about 10¡ shift in i and the about 5¡ shift in /. These con-
siderations also lead to a revised inclination value.

In the future we plan to apply similar methods to other
galaxies with near-IR data and good-quality Fabry-Perot
velocity Ðelds. Also, self-consistent models with live three-
dimensional bars will be studied.
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